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Miami ink

Boxes of help
A local nonprofit forms
to send help to those in
Haiti -SEE NEWS,A2

UCF football signs 10 recruits from
the Miami area-SEESPORTS,A6
Only on
UCFnews.com

•

m

Newhousing
Carillon residents fighting new complex
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI

Tell us how you
feel about this.

be able to collaborate with
the Alan H. Ginsburg Fami•
ly Foundation to create a
www.UCFNews.com
UCF's expansion into
first-class community that
Seminole County with the awaiting the outcomes of will provide unique learndevelopment of a student appeals filed by the Carillon ing opportunities for our
housing facility remains Homeowners Association," students and a convenient,
uncertain after a year of said Chad Binette, the upscale retail environment
legal complications with a assistant director of UCF for our neighbors:'
nearby neighborhood.
News & Information. ''We
''.At this time, we are remain hopeful that we will
PLEASE SEE LAWSUITS ON A4
Staff Writer

On Thursday:

National Signing Day
party inducles fans
by Mike Clinton
For the first time in history, the
signing day party was open to
fans, with prizes and food
available for UCF students.

KEVIN HARRIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Carillon's lawsuits are thwarting UCFl planned expansion into Seminole County.

Artist speaks on creative
process of pop art
by Megan Anderson
James Rosenquist, one of the
founders of the American popart movemeni speaks about
the creative process,

SGA,Magic

On Friday:

Global ~rsoectives
brings photojournalist
by Terri Kleckner
Paula Allen, a human rights
activist and photojournalist,
will speak as part of the
university-wide theme
"Covering the World: Journalists
Speak:'

Asimple conversation aboutgood
of'fashioned midwestem
barbeque gave Remove Before
Right the chance to heartheir
m115ic at Brighthouse Stadium.

-SEEVARIETY, A9

Dental center celebrates
official opening
by Megan VanWaus
President Hitt will speak at the
ribbon-cutting ceremony,
which celebrates the grand
opening of the new Dental
Center.

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
\'

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

SHOWCASING THE
HEALTHIEST KNIGHTS
AROUND CAMPUS

..

team up for
free game
200 tickets vanish quickly
LINDSAY BURY
Contributing Writer

The Student Government Association joined
forces with the Orlando Magic once again by giving out 200 free tickets to UCF students to cheer
on the basketball team when it faces the Detroit
Pistons on Feb.17 at the Amway Arena.
Tickets were available (or students Monday
for "UCF Knight," an event where SGA and the
Magic work together to secure discounted
advance tickets for students.
"UCF Knight is one ofmany great initiatives in
which the Magic partner with UCF;' Van Leventhal, the Orlando Magic season ticket account
executive, said A hot dog or pretzel and soda are
included with the ticket
According to Michael Kilbride, chief of operations of SGA, 200 tickets would be given out the
first week ofFebruary on a first come, first served
basis. Students could pick up the tickets in the
SGAoffice.
SGA started passing out tickets on Monday,
Feb. I at 8 a.m. to students with a UCF ID, according to Paul Pierre-Louis, administrative assistant
PLEASESEE DISCOUNTED ON A3

------

Students study a
hands-on speech

The Division of Student Advocacy
is hosting a team showcase for the
UCF Healthiest Knights Challenge
today. It will be in front of the
Union as well as the Pegasus
Ballroom from noon until 2 p.m.

LINDSAY DECARLO
Contributing Writer

LOCAL&STATE,A2

CENTRAL FLORIDA
NUN CHARGED WITH
IMPRISONMENT

------- -------

A2-year-old girl has been reunited
with her parents in Orlando after
authorities say she was taken by a
nun from a Central Florida church
who refused to give her back to
her family.

GOOD WEATHER IN
SIGHT FOR SPACE
SHUTTLE LAUNCH
NASA is predicting good weather
for this weekend's space shuttle
launch. Endeavour is scheduled to
blast off Sunday morning on the
last major construction mission at
the International Space Station.

•
•
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Civic week encourages service
COURTNEY GILMARTIN
Contributing Writer

Volunteer UCF is hosting
Civic Engagement Week, a
five-day long event to remind
students about the importance
ofbeing involved in their communities and give them opportunities to become civically
active.
'"The goal of Civic Engagement Week is to get students
to be aware ofand get involved
in their local communities,
whether it be a sorority or fraternity, organization, hometown or just on campus," said
Naomi Parks, director of civic
engagement for VUCF and a
junior interdisciplinary studies
major.
Parks said that registering
to vote, doing community
service and being aware of
local and national government
are all ways of being civically
engaged.
''.As American citizens, we

KATIE DEES / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Luciano Ramos of Florida Campus Compact advocated civic engagement, induding
registering to vote, during Volunteer UC F's Civic Engagement Week•

have such a great opportunity
to be involved in our governments and communities, and
we should take advantage of
that," she said
Parks and VUCF have
organized a week of activities
that help teach students how
to become active citizens and

fulfill their social responsibilities both on campus and oft:
On Monday, VUCF hosted
a voter registration drive in
front of the Student Union.
Parks said that seven students registered to vote during
PLEASE SEE

VOLUNTEER ON A5

Ashley Loomis is a motivated college student.
She goes through the day like any other busy
junior, but her collegiate experience is different
from many.
Loomis is one
of six deaf Stu- mnr.-- -,,,-,.,..,-TTT~~ - - ,
dents at UCF who
are
working
together to create
awareness of their
culture.
Loomis has a
full schedule of
classes for her
health and science
major, but she
attends them with
two interpreters
who help her during lectures.
According to
Loomis, there are _....._"""
some extra chalGEORGEOEHL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Ashley Loomis practices sign
lenges in her language at an ASL Knights meeting.
everyday life at
UCF. She doesn't
complain, though.
"Deaf people can do anything or be anyone
- we just can't hear," Loomis said of the difference between a disability and a culture. "But
other than that, we function just like everybody
else: '
After her classes on Mondays, Loomis heads
to the Student Union where she helps conduct
the American Sign Language Knights club
meetings. She is the vice president ofthe organPLEASESEE

ASL ON A4

<'

A2
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Human rights activist speaks
Human rights activist,
photojournalist and author
of Flowers in the Desert,
Paula Allen, will be speaking in the Cape Florida
Ballroom of the Student
Union today.
The event will be from 3
p.m. until 4:30 p.m. and is
hosted by the Global Perspectives Office and other
organizations on campus.
Call 407-823-0688 for
more information.
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After the earthquake in Haiti, Cathleen Manville, a senior industrial engineering major, started a nonprofit organization to provide relieffor Haiti.

News: Assignments Editor
Justine Griffin x213
News.CFF@gmailcom

Online News Editor

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Central Florida nun charged
with false imprisonment
ORLANDO - A 2year-old girl has been
reunited with her parents
in Orlando after authorities say she was taken by a
nun from a Central Florida
church who refused to give
her back.
Maria Lopez-Vazquez
arrived at Orlando International
Airport
from
Argentina on Tuesday
evening.
Laura Maria Caballero
was arrested and charged
with false imprisonment in
January.
The child's parents say
Caballero was controlling
and threatened to have
them deported as illegal
immigrants. Investigators
say the nun managed to
persuade them to hand
over the child in July.
The Lake County Sheriff's Office says Caballero
took the girl to her native
Argentina the next month.
Detectives later tracked
down the child and
arranged the reunion.
Lopez-Vazquez could
not be reached for comment.

•
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Opinions Editor
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Jerriann Sullivan x213
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Student's faith inspires creation of nonprofit
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Staff Writer

Help the Girl Scout Camp
Volunteer UCF presents ''.A Day at Camp." It
will be a day of service at
the Girl Scout Camp of Citrus Council.
The event will be Friday
from 9-30 a.m. until 2 p.m
To RSVP and get directions, please call 407-8233318.

•

407-447-4558 "

Senate forum open for all
The SGA Senate will be
meeting Thursday in the
Key West Ballroom for the
regular meetings.
All meetings begin with
an open forum, where students can voice their concerns or direct their questions to student leaders.

•

NEWSROOM~:,

Showcasing the healthy ones
The Division of Student
Advocacy is hosting a
team showcase for the
UCF Healthiest Knights
Challenge today.
It will be in front of the
Student Union as well as
the Pegasus Ballroom from
noon until 2 p.m.
Contact Kyle Simpson,
student health coordinator,
for more information.

••

Emre Kelly x213

More than 30 garbage bags full
of clothes sit piled in Cathleen
Manville's game room.
Manville, 22, a senior industrial
engineering major, started her own
nonprofit
organization,
Chai4Humanity, to help the people
of Haiti.
It all began when Manville, the
Judaism columnist for the Orlando
Examiner Web site, wrote an article
that implored the Jewish community to help the Haitian community
by donating money in multiples of
18, a Jewish tradition.
Soon after, Manville, encouraged
by her Jewish faith, decided to stop
writing to others and start doing
something herself. Now she is in
the process of incorporating
Chai4Humanity.
Manville said that Chai4Humanity has a symbolic meaning and follows

Jewish tradition, just as the donations in multiples of 18 did. In
Hebrew, "Chai" means "Life" and
the word also adds up to the
numerical value 18.
Manville has placed FedEx
boxes on campus inside the Burnett
Honors College, Engineering l and
Engineering 2 buildings to collect
used or new clothing and non-perishable food and supplies.
Through Facebook, fliers and email blasts, Manville has spread the
word about the boxes. A,long with
the clothes, she has raised an estimated $200, which is ready to be
shipped off to Haiti.
One of the boxes, overflowing
with donations, sits beside Arlene
Murphy's desk in the Burnett Honors College.
"It's really heartwarming to see

the outpouring of generosity by
the students, who themselves have
very little and are willing to donate
what they have to people · who
have nothing," said Murphy, an
office assistant in the Honors College.
Chai4Humanity will accept
donations until Friday. Then
Manville and other volunteers,
such as the UCF Chabad group, will
sort through the items and send
them to Haitian refugees or
Haitians overseas.
Manville said she plans to continue her efforts and help others
elsewhere.
''God willing.Haiti willbe stabiliz.ed,
but I reaiiz.e that other people are going
to be affected by these acts ofGod, and
.... they are goingto
need help;'
Manville
said

Photo.CFF@gmailcom
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Good weather in sight
for space shuttle launch

ASSOOAlEO

COLLEGIATE
PAESS

•

Associated

Press

CAPE CANAVERAL -

NASA is predicting good
weather for this weekend's
space shuttle launch.
Endeavour is scheduled
to blast off Sunday morning on the last major construction mission at the
International Space Station. A new space station
room is loaded aboard the
shuttle, as well as a cupola
with seven windows.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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LOCAL WEATHER

RECYCLES

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Twenty percent chance of

,. CLOUDY

rain. East winds around 15 mph.

Friday

High:79°

CLOUDY

Low:59°

Saturday

High:67°

MOSTLY CLOUDY

Low:4S 0

li'

,.,.

High:72°
Low:61°

Tonight: Cloudy into the evening.
East wind at 12 mph.

Onefree copy ofthe Central Ronda Future
permitted per issue. If available,
additional copies may be purchased from
our office with prior approval for $1 each.
Newspaper theft is a oime. Violators
may be subject to civil and criminal
prosecution and/or University
discipline.
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::, TANIA MARTINS
SALON ENCLAVE
Full Head Highlights HairCut & Partial Highlights,
BlowDry HairCut &BlowDry
From $65
From $30
From $55

HairCut &mowDry

•
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, 112 WMitchell Hammock Rd, Oviedo, FL 32762
Comer of Alafaya/Mitchell Hammock Rd in the Albemons Shopping Plaza

407.310.7088 www.hairbytania.com
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Discounted tickets still available for purchase
FROM

..
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Al

ofthe SGA All ofthe tickets
were claimed by 9:30 a.m.,
he said
Now that all 200 free
tickets have been given out,
anyone can buy a discounted ticket for $20 from the
Ticketmaster Web site by
using the special offer code,
''Knight"
"This is SGA'.s second
year partnering with the
Orlando Magic and providing this UCF offer to students," Kilbride said "Last
year students really enjoyed
it and had a great time. Having this UCF offer for students to have a night at an
Orlando Magic game helps
promote our local Orlando
basketball team and helps
extend to the college community:•
The success of the offer
last year brought students
back for more.
"I went last year, and for
$25, you went to the game,
received a free shirt, a free
drink and a bus ride to the
game," Sarah Fulton, a business major, said "I would do
it again."
Fulton said that this year
she did not hear about the

free tickets until the morning after they were all gone.
"I think what SGA is
doing is nice, but I don't feel
as though the event was
marketed that well," Fulton
said
Kilbride said SGA
informed students about the
Orlando Magic ticket offer
through an advertising campaign, Facebook and the
SGA Web site.
Students are encouraged
to demonstrate their school
pride in numbers at the
game while showing their
support for the Orlando
Magic. During the PreGame Fan Fest, students will
have the opportunity to
make rally signs for the
game and can take advantage of other activities outside Amway Arena. Then,
at center court, SGA will do
a presentation to recognize
a selected group or individual in front of all Magic fans
in the building, Leventhal
said
"Four students will also
get to experience what it is
like to be a player during
game introductions .as they
high-five the Orlando
Magic's starting five as they
are announced," Leventhal

DUANE BURLESON / ASSOCIATED PRESS

After about 250 students attended Magic Knight last year, all 200 free tickets for this year's Magic Knight have been disbursed. However, many discounted tickets are
still available to watch Orlando forwards Rash ard Lewis, right, and Matt Barnes and the rest of the Magic take on the Pistons on Feb. 17.

said
These students will also
be recognized at center

court before the game. One
student will be selected to
be the group captain of the

game, where he or she will
engage in the team captains'
meeting prior to ti~ff

Leventhal said about 250
students attended Magic
Knight last year.

''

HPV Fact #13:

About 2 OU
will
get genital warts after having
any kind of g
t
with
someone infected.
HPV Fact #11:

You don't have to actually have
ex to get HPV-the virus that
causes genital w S.

Why risk it
Visit your campus health center.
0MERCK
Copyright e 2010 Merck &Co., Inc.
AU rights reserved. Printed in USA.

hpv.co
21050004(40)-01 /1 o-GRD
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Lawsuits halt construction

•·

FROM Al

housing, but also 25 acres of explaining NorthView and standard for what such
mixed-use development, the benefits he feels it developments can be when
At the beginning of last 54,000 square feet of retail would provide to their communities, universities,
year, the Seminole County space and restaurants, as community.
private philanthropists and
Commission approved the well as religious centers
In one letter, he wrote, non-profit cultural and relibuilding of NorthView, the such as the Newman Cen- • "The NorthView project gious organizations came
630,000-square foot facility ter, which will minister to will bring great benefits to together to build for the
at the intersection of the Catholic community, Carillon neighborhood, future:'
McCulloch Road and Lock- and a Hillel Center to enhance the attractiveness
In a letter of support for
wood Boulevard near the attend to the Jewish com- of the area and be a strong NorthView, the Greater
entrance to the Carillon munity.
asset to the neighborhood." Orlando Board of Rabbis
neighborhood.
Theriaque said that the wrote: "We cannot stress
On its Web site, Carillon
On Feb. 26, 2009, the states that it does not letters are in violation ofthe enough how preferable a
Carillon
Homeowners oppose the use of the prop- confidentiality agreement
responsible development
Association challenged that erty for retail space, restauRabbi Jonathan Siger, undertaken with concern
approval by filing two law- rants, religious centers, the executive director of for the effect on traffic, the
suits that sought to over- commercial offices or day Hillel, has expressed his environment and the wellturn the Commission's care. It does, however, support for the NorthView being of the larger commudecision.
oppose the use of the prop- project in several letters, nity is, when considering
Since February 2009, the erty for student housing writing that NorthView the possible commercial
UCF Foundation and the and two 287,000-square ''will do more than provide development for which the
Alan Ginsburg Family foot parking garages. It also beautiful housing, retail planned site of NorthView
Foundation have been opposes the density of the shopping and dining. It will is currently zoned:'
fighting Carillon's legal development and its excep- do more than help demonCarillon residents, howchallenges to invalidate the tions to the county code strate why UCF is one of ever, remain unconvinced
county's approval. No set- concerning building height, the premier universities in and plan to continue their
KEVIN HARRIS / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
tlement has been reached ingress/egress driveway the
United
States. legal efforts to stop
Because of appeals filed by the Carillon Homeowners As.sociation, the empty WinnDixie that stands on the property of Northlfiew has yet to be demolished.
through meetings between distance, building setback NorthView will set the NorthView's development
the parties and their attor- requirements and land
neys that were held on July buffer/setback require8andAug.5.
ments.
Prior to those meetings,
It further opposes the
the Carillon Homeowners proximity of the project
Association signed a which will be, at its closest,
"Confidential Discussion 250 feet from the neighborgames that use sign lanFROM Al
Agreement'' with the Alan hood.
guage.
Ginsburg Family FoundaBuffers, including an 8Deaf students are
ization, which is active in
tion, UCF and the UCF foot fence, dense landscapcreating events and opporinvited to monthly
Foundation. It prohibits the ing and a retention pond
"happy hours" at nighttunities for students who
disclosure of settlement with a fountain, will be built
are deaf and partially deaf.
clubs, silent dinner
discussion dates and between the complex and
The organization also
events and expos to
results, at the request of neighborhood.
socialize with other
includes hearing students
Alan Ginsburg, one of the
NorthView supporters
who feel passionate about
deaf individuals from
builders of NorthView, maintain that the project
the language and culture.
the Orlando area.
according to the Carillon has been designed to mitiAccording to the Office
According to club
Website.
gate adverse impacts to the
of Student Disability SerPresident
Kristina
It could be anywhere Carillon community and
vices, there are six deaf
Bradley, members of
from nine months to two that they want to have a colstudents enrolled this
ASL Knights place
years before a legal conclu- laborative relationship.
semester. One deaf profesemphasis on creating
sion is reached, according
"The Carillon Homesor acts as the adviser for
awareness of the deaf
to David A Theriaque, an owners Association is not
the ASL and deaf issues
culture. Bradley is the
attorney for the Carillon opposed to the non-resiminors.
daughter of two deaf
GEORGE OEHL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Community Residential dential aspect," Theriaque
Professor Carrie Woods . Members of ASL Knights practice sign language at a committee meeting Monday.
parents and considers
Association.
said "If the builders were
teaches several of these The dub promotes awareness of deaf culture and organizes community events.
ASL her first language.
In a December letter to to drop the 600-student
classes, which includes
While attending UCF,
its members, the Carillon housing aspect of the projboth deaf and hearing stu- with interpreters, note- two colleges nationwide she has become an
Homeowners Association ect, we would drop objecdents.
takers,
amplification exclusively for the deaf, active interpreter and
said that "Ginsburg has tions."
"I feel like the interac- devices and special consid- but one in 1,000 students mentor.
made no substantive offer
Even though there has
tions between the students eration with time dead- younger than 18 is proJose Alvarez, a
to the Association that been no legal closure, Carilis so important because it lines. Certain issues can foundly deaf. Therefore, junior
psychology
would alleviate the issues lon has, at least temporarily,
helps them to .learn from still cause difficulties, most of these students end major, is also partially
associated with the 600- stopped the building of
each other," she said
up in large universities.
deaf. He said he finds
however.
bed student housing com- NorthView. The empty
"I feel closer to students
Loomis often finds it
"One of the issues here occasional obstacles in
ponent of the NorthView Wmn-Dixie that currently
who know ASL because it difficult to join study is that most hearing stu- his classes.
project'' and that Ginsburg stands on the property has
breaks down a communi- groups or to attend many dents and even professors
"I have trouble hearfeels eliminating or reduc- yet to be demolished as
cation barrier between us, extracurricular
events don't understand the cul- ing women, so female
ing the size of the housing planned
and they show that they because of the lack of ture that exists," Woods professors can be difficompone"nt is not an
Ginsburg, in an effort to
are interested in my cul- resources.
cult for me," Alvarez
said.
option
ease worried minds, has
ture," Loomis said She said
"There are many times I
To address this prob- said. "I read lips, and I
NorthView
would twice taped letters to the
she has been discriminated would love to just show up lem, the ASL Knights club prefer to do things on
include not only student doors of Carillon residents
against because many peo- to different events here at aims to create an atmos- my own, so I usually
ple think she cannot do UCF, but I can't without phere wherein deaf stu- don't even tell people
certain things because of requesting an interpreter dents are accepted and that I am hard of hearher hearing loss.
in advance, which can be a accommodated. The club ing. I'll just ask for extra
Through SDS, students hassle," Loomis said.
has committees that host help after class."
who are deaf and partially
According to Gallaudet events such as conversaAccording
to
deaf are accommodated University, there are only tion hours, which include Woods, students who
are deaf and partially
deaf
display
an
excellent work ethic in
her courses.
"They put in so
much extra effort and
go above and beyond to
make sure they are on
track," she said.
Deaf students find
that most of their peers
and professors are
unaware of proper etiquette.
"People can be unintentionally offensive if
they are not aware,"
Woods said. "For example, the phrase 'hearing
impaired' is politically
incorrect"
It is considered
proper to speak directly to a deaf individual,
even when using an
interpreter.
Students talk about
these issues and other
cultural challenges in
Issues of Deafness
classes and club meetings. They work toward
goals to break down
stereotypes and misconceptions about a
culture some people
may write off.
"The Doctor Is Always In"
Loomis smiled as
she and her friends in
ASL Knights signed to
each othe½ discussing
their feelings about the
culture.
"Within the deaf
'
11550 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817
culture, I can be myself
and
communicate
without
barriers,"
Loomis said. "We
ttours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Tax Form Processing LLC
Authorized
understand each other,
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
and you almost have to
2400 N. Forsyth Rd., Suite 101 , Orlando, FL· 32807-644S
experience it to truly
Open Most ttolidays
(407)657-6336
Provider
understand it
www.TaxFormProcesslng.com
·
"I do feel accepted
UniversityWalkin.com
by people at UCF.
However, I still wish
Most Insurances Accepted
professors were more
~ - ,,,.,., llol11>111pot1 llt 11... lfftitf I,
Oftir mid "' .....i .. ....
(located less than 1 mile from UCF,
aware of deaf people
C.,,li,""""""' II#!! Mt olWr °"'1, ~i'p,f 15, lOJO.Ce1pot Cod,J 0510
and the proper way to
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)
J L.----co~unicate with us:"

•
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•
•

•

•

ASL Club aims to break stereotypes

UNIVERSITY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER

•
•
•
•

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary;

407-282-2044

TAX & ACCOUNTING SERVICES
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(

•

•

"

•
•

•
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$40 OFF Tax Preparation!!
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Volunteer fair to feature nonprofits, student orgs
FROM Al

For more photos

the drive's first hour.
Megan Miller, a sophomore hospitality management major and VUCF arts
and recreation director,
helped students sign up to
vote at R.ocktheVote.com at
the drive.
''I think it's a really great
privilege to allow people to
choose who's in charge of
the future of our country;'
Miller said. "We're really
just getting students aware.
People have more control
than they think."
Other activities included
the "Find Your Passion"
information session, which
was hosted Tuesday by
VUCF members who
explained to attendees why
they enjoy service and how
to find the type of service
best suited for them. The

•

of the fair:
www.UCFNews.com

"What is Civic Engagement?"
meeting
on
Wednesday taught students
how to become more
involved on campus.
There will be a "Commit
to Your Community'' volunteer fair in the Student
Union from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
on Thursday. Ten local nonprofit organizations and
other service-oriented student organizations will
meet with students looking
to become more active fu
service.
Junior aerospace engineering major Joshua Crawford will be attending the

fair.
"I'm trying to get more
involved in community
service," Crawford said.

'Tm a Christian, and I think
that since we're so blessed,
it's part ofour responsibility
to give back."
Crawford said that he's
hoping to find a service
organization that he can
volunteer at weekly, adding
that he'd really like to tutor
children.
Representatives from
the Peace Corps and AmeriCorps will be on campus
Friday for an information
session on long-term service programs. The session
will be from 11 a.m. to noon
in the Student Union.
"Part of our creed is
community, and oftentimes
it is skipped over by students," SGAPresident Brian
Peterson said. "It's important that UCF and the student body do their part and
remember that we're a part
of a greater community."

PEACE CORPS HISTORY
Since 1960, when then Senator John F. Kennedy challenged students at the University of Michigan to serve their
country in the cause of peace by living and working in developing countries, nearty 200,000 Peace Corps Volunteers
have served in 139 countries all over the globe.They've been teachers and mentors to countless children.They've
helped tanners grow crops, worked with small businesses to market products, and shown women how to care for
their babies. More recently, they've helped schools develop computer skills and educated entire communities about
the threat of HIV/AIDS.
Throughout its history, the Peace Corps has adapted and responded to the issues of the times. In an ever-changing
wortd, Peace Corps Volunteers meet new challenges with innovation,creativity,detennination,and compassion.These
are the qualities that have allowed-and continue to allow the Peace Corps to achieve its mission.

1960S
On March 1, 1%1, President Kennedy signs an executive
order establishing the Peace Corps. By June 1966, more
than 15,000 Volunteers are working in the field, the
largest number in the Peace Corps' history.

1980S
The 1980s prove to be a time both to reflect and to
move forward for the Peace Corps. The agency celebrates
its 25th anniversary and Congress passes legislation that
makes the Peace Corps an independent federal agency.

1970S
For the Peace Corps, the 1970s are a time of change, farranging ambition, and specialized talent Despite budget
constraints, by December of 1974,Volunteers are serving
in 69 countries, the largest number to date.

1990S
The Peace Corps extends its service to China and Jordan;
Crisis Corps is created.
2000S
The Peace Corps responds to HIV/AIDS, the tsunami of
2005,and Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.
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UCF ink 10 c1ass

SPORTS
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UCF signs five Miami Central connnits
RYAN BASS

FOOTBALL

Sports Editor

UCF
signed
23
commitments for the 2010
recruiting class on National Signing Day Wednesday, including two fourstar prospects and five
players from Miami
Central High School It is

arguably the best recruiting class under head
coach George O'Leary in
his six-year tenure at UCF.
"I think we filled a lot
of our position needs, but
just the overall talent with
the combination of size,
speed and athleticism, this
is an outstanding class,"
offensive
coordinator

-------

--

--- -----

.

Charlie Taaffe said. "I
think we have certainly
upgraded ourselves."
Tucker, Ga. defensive,
end Qµenton Brown was
the first fax officially in to
UCF officials at around 7
a.m.

Big names soon would
CFFARCHIVE

PLEASE SEE

AKINS ON A7

,

Head coach George O'Leary signed arguably his best dass since coming to UCF.

- ------
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Dwight Freeney hopes to
play despite ankle injury
FORT LAUDERDALE - Dwi9ht
Freeney says the pain in his sprained
right ankle is subsiding and he still
hopes play in Sunday's Super Bowl.
The Colts' All-Pro defensive end said
Wednesday that in addition to using an
oxygen tent, he has been walking
barefoot and in the Florida sand to
strengthen the ankle.
It appears to be working.
Though it's been a slow progression,
Freeney says the ankle feels a little
better each day.
One other Colts starter, cornerback
Jerraud Powers, also is questionable
with a left foot injury. Coach Jim
Caldwell says Powers is improving but
he may not practice until later this
week.
Powers told reporters he is cutting on
the foot and expects to play against the
Saints.

~
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Speraw is
UCF'snew
all-time
wins leader
UCF ends losing streak
WILLIAM PERRY
Sports Editor

BASKETBALL

UCF's win over East Carolina Tuesday night was big in more ways than
one ,
For starters, it broke UCF's threegame losing streak, and also gave the
team just its second win in its past
' seven games, but more importantly, it
got head coach Kirk Speraw a milestone victory that had eluded him for
almost two weeks.
Speraw picked up his 275th career
win to become UCF's all-time wins
leader, passing Torchy Clark, with his
team's 67-56 victory over the Pirates
(7-15, 1-7 in C-USA) on the road.
'We gave a good effort," Speraw said
in a press release. 'We finally started to
make a few shots. Hopefully that will
get some confidence to our guys. It has
been a tough stretch of games.
"Now we can give them a couple of
days [off]. We can work on some things
and work on our timing and execution
during the course of these next few
practices."
The Knights (11-ll, 3-5) took a 24-23
lead into the half after junior forward
AJ. Tyler scored just before the buzzer
sounded. It was a basket that would
prove to be a very important play in the
game.
"It was a very big bucket," Speraw
said in a press release. 'We missed the
jumper, but he fought and battled for
that rebound and kind of willed it into
the hole. I thought that was crucial to
be able to do that."
Tyler's basket helped the Knights
gain some momentum heading into the

Vince Carter leads Magic in
win over Milwaukee Bucks
ORLANDO - Vince Carter sat in a
chair at his locker, head down, an ice
bag ready, pouring a bottle of water
over his head for an ever-so small sense
of rejuvenation.
Sure seemed that way on the court,
too.
Carter had 17 points, 10 rebounds
and seven assists to lead the shorthanded Orlando Magic to an easy 9982 victory over the Milwaukee Bucks on
Tuesday night.
The struggling shooting guard had
by far his most efficient game in more
than a month, giving Orlando its
seventh win in eight games. Carter had
shot just 28 percent in January.
"Maybe January just Wasn't my
month;'he said.
Charlie Bell and Luke Ridnour had 13
points apiece for the Bucks, who had
their three-game winning streak
snapped. Milwaukee fell to 0-3 against
Orlando this.season.
And Carter, who had 25 points in a
win against Milwaukee on Nov. 30,
again was a big reason why.
"Maybe he's coming out of his funk;'
Bell said. "He's been a great player in
this league for a long time. He's one of
those guys who's not going to miss
shots forever:'
Carter finally showed signs of
breaking out of his slump, giving the
Magic a much-needed boost. They were
playing without Jameer Nelson
(hyperextended left knee) and Mickael
Pietrus (sprained right ankle)
It didn't seem to matter.
"He hasto remember who he is;'
Magic coach Stan Van Gundy said of
Carter. "He's had one bad
month, but he has had an
unbelievable career:·
Carterwas
back in attack
mode on
offense, just as
he was when
he waswith the New Jersey Nets. And
maybe there was agood reason .
Former Nets coach Lawrence Frank
was sitting about five rows behind
Orlando's bench and will be observing
practices this week, offering advice to
the Magic staff. Frank, fired in
November afteran 0-16 start, coached
Carter the last five years until he was
traded to Orlando last offseason with
Ryan Anderson.
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Kirk Speraw recorded his 275th win, passing legendary
coach Torchy Clark for UCF's all-time coaching wins total.

UCF.s·ASEBALL SECOND IN AFOUR PART SERIES. NEXT UP: CAN NO. 4 RECRUITING CLASS LIVE UP TO HYPE?

•

REVNING AROTATION .
Brand new pitching staff to lead the way for UCF
WILLIAM PERRY
Sports Editor

fl
_

For a report on
each pitcher:
www.UCFNews.com

•

To say UCFs pitching staff struggled last season would be a huge understatement
The entire staff's combined earned-run average was almost 75, rankingthem252 of288 teams, a stat head
coach Terry Rooney deemed extremely unacceptable.
And there's no question about it, the area Rooney feels the program needs to improve most in is pitching.
However, an entirely new starting rotation this season offers the Knights some promise.
The Knights brought inl0 junior college players among a total of21 newcomers, which together, helped UCF ~
secure the No. 4 recruiting class in college baseball for 2010.11 of those 21players were pitchers, six ofwhich came
from junior college.
UCF lost 13 seniors after last season, three of which were in the starting rotation The Knights pitched better
the second half of the year, but Rooney said their weaknesses were exposed in C-USA, arguably the fourth best •
conference in college baseball
Simply, the Knights didn't have great pitching, and at the end of the day, it came down to not
having enough talent there Rooney said, a major reason why the team moseyed to a 22-35 sea-
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Akins, Wilson surprises for UCF signing class
BYTHE NUMBERS
2
"flle Knights picked up two four-star
recruits for this year's class.

5
Five players from Miami Central
committed to play for UCF.

..
Position: ATH
Height: 6'3"
Weight:18S

...

Akins is a freak talent
and was a dual-sport
athlete in high school
in both baseball and
...,__ __.,., football.

Position:WR

Height:6'1"
Weight:182

Apossession WR,
Reese is rated No.21
nationally among
WR, according to
Rivals.com

Position: OL

Height: 6'4"
Weight:31S
Wilson is rated as the
No.8 OL in the nation,
according to
Rivals.com, and will
bolster the line.

- PHOTOS COURTESY RIVAl:S.COM

FROM A6

follow.
The Knights received
huge news later in the
afternoon when wideout
Jordan Akins of Union
Grove High in Georgia
picked UCF over Georgia.
UCF also received a fax
from four-star offensive
lineman Torrian Wilson
out of Miami Northwestern after he decommitted
from Louisville.
O'Leary was very
impressed with the
courage it took for Akins
to stand up to the pressure
from Georgia's coaches.
"I will tell you, Akins
was a real story in itself,"
O'Leary said. "fve been to
his school before -- and it's
pretty much a Bulldog
school. He went in there
and it was all black and
red, and he announced
UCF, and it was quite a
deal. I'll tell you, I have a
great respect for that
youngster for standing up
to the pressure that they
were putting on him.''
Miami Central made
several headlines for the
Knights.
Rockets RB Brandon
Gainer, rated a four-star
by
ESPN.com,
was
rumored to be headed to
UCF before signing day,
but he spurned the
Knights for the University
of Kentucky. Gainer's

head coach, Telley Lockett, was surprised by the
move.
"He never gave me a
reason why he switched,"
Lockett said. "He said he
just thought it was a better
for him. I am just honored
to give the kid an opportunity to sign and do what
he was supposed to do,
and he signed with the
University of Kentucky."
The Knights did luck
out with another highly
touted prospect out of
Central, offensive lineman
Jose Jose. The 6-foot-2
offensive linemen arrived
at Central in the morning
sporting a USF hat, but
when it came down to
signing on the dotted line,
he swapped the Bulls hat
for a UCF one.
"It was kind of shocking," Lockett said. "It was
50/50 between South
Florida and Central Florida. For him to pull it off
like that, it was a surprise
to me because he came to
school with a South Florida hat on, so I said he was
locked.
·
"He pulled out a UCF
hat, and it was very interesting."
Recruiting
Jose
reminded O'Leary a lot of
a young star that just left
the UCF program.
"He reminds me a lot
of when we recruited Torrell 'froup," O'Leary said.

"He was 353 pounds and
Jose is very similar (355
pounds), and he is a thick
big guy. What I see out of
him is a big point of attack
guy ... his strength is
amazing, and I see him
being a guy who can
secure the inside for us as
far as replacing someone
like a Troup that graduated."
Wide receiver Joshua
Reese, corner Jamar
McClain, defensive end
LeBrandon Richardson
. and quarterback Jeffrey
Godfrey also made their
commits official Wednesday to round out the
Central talent signing
with the Knights.
Lockett said UCF is
getting not just a natural
talent in Godfrey, but a
leader.
"I think, right now, he is
going to bring a lot of
leadership to the progran1.," he said. "He is a
very, very hardworking
kid in all possible aspects
of the game. He wants to
win, so UCF got a good
quarterback and a good
leader."
Wilson was the big
name of the afternoon for
the Knights. He is rated as
the No. 8 offensive lineman in the nation, according to Rivals.com, and is a
very skilled OL with a
constant motor.
O'Leary said Wilson

has the chance to make an
impact right away for the
Knights.
"I see him ... having a
chance, like the others do,
but more so because of the
system he is coming out of,
to help right away," O'Leary
said.
Lockett
believes
a
pipeline has emerged for

UCF in the Miami-Dade
area.
"I think so, because I had
a lot of my young guys in the
audience watching these
guys choose their colleges,
and they predominantly
chose UCF. ...Central Florida
is starting a really good
pipeline in the inner-city,
which is Liberty City."

UCF holds on for critical road win
FROM A6

Keith Clanton, and once
they got that lead, they
second half. The Knights never relinquished it. The
went on a 10-0 run early in Knights led by as much as
the second half to take a . 16 points with under two
37-28 lead with 14:34 left in minutes to play before
the game. The Knights holding on for the 67-56
went on to push their lead win.
into double-digits followUCF shot 52.2 percent
ing two made free throws fr0m the field in the secby freshman forward ond and was 42.3 percent

for the game. Junior Taylor
Young led UCF in scoring
with a career-high 16
points, while chipping in
six assists. Young made 5of-6 from the free-throw
line and was 4-of-6 from
the field. Tyler added 10
points and nine rebounds
and Isaac Sosa put up 14.
ECU guard Jamar

Abhrams' career-high of
28 points led the Pirates,
but wasn't enough in a losing effort as his team shot
just 38.9 percent.
The Knights aren't the
only ones who have struggled of late. ECU's loss to
UCF gave the Pirates their
seventh loss in their past
eight games.
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JUCO transfers bring experience to the mound
FROM A6

son
But entering his second
season as head coach of the
Knights, Rooney feels like
that issue has been
addressed with a big time
recruiting class.
Rooney said the Knights
had a group of pitchers that
worked hard and gave their
best effort, but they maximized their potential.
Which was a double-edged
sword
pitching
wise
because they may have maximized their potential, but
the team lacked guys that
had difference making stuff:
That's why the junior college players were brought in,
to make an immediate
impac~ and they will be
expected to fill significant
roles, especially the pitchers.
"I think bringing a junior

college player in here provides some immediate experience," Rooney said 'We
try to do our job in the
recruiting to get junior college players that are not only
great players, but come from
winning programs, and
we've been very fortunate
with that."
The Knights also have
the added benefit of lefthanded pitching this year.
Last year, the Knights had no
lefties. This year, they have
' three, whichisinandofitself
a big help Rooney said
·
To start the season, the
rotation will likely consist of
at least two or three JUCO
transfers. JUCO transfers
Owen Dew, Alex Besaw,
both right-handers, and lefties Nick Cicio and Johnny
Sedlock are some of the
early front runners, but
freshman southpaw Brian

Adkins and righty Brennan
Dobbins, who enters his
third year at UCF, will also
have an opportunity.
'"Those guys bring a lot to
the table right away," Dobbins said of Dew and Besaw,
who were both drafted in
the 2009 MLB draft.
"They're experienced guys,
and they both have great
attitudes. They work really
hard, and if you combine
their natural abilities, with
that mentality, their hopefully going to be very success:ful"
Dobbins made three
starts last year and hopes to
get a chance to help lead the
staff this season. He said
adjusting to a new system
and a new attitude of doing
things was not easy when
the new coaching staff came
in last season, especially for
an older team where players

were used to another way of

doing things for three or
four years.
But as the year went on,
the team made the transition
he said and now that everything is in place, the team is
moving forward.
The returning players
have set the tone and have
shown the way to help the
new guys settle in The mental approach and attitude to
the game Rooney has
worked to institute is in
place, and Rooney's plan is
to have his pitchers pound
the strike zone with an
aggressive, offensive mindset.

"It's really an attitude
when they go-out there to
pitch," Rooney said. "But
obviously, at a certain point
in time is when talent comes
in I feel like this year, we've
got a great combination''

The leadership and experience guys like Dew and
Besaw will provide is invaluable Rooney said, but they
will still be part of the learning curve with the incoming
freshman, considering they
will also be playing at the
Division~ level for the first
time.
"There are great hitters in
junior college," Dew said of
his time in junior college. '½.
lot of guys that went on to
sign pro contracts are there.
...I believe I learned a lot in
those two years. Facing
those types of hitters got me
ready for these hitters in
Conference USA"
Besaw said the work the
pitching staff has put in has
given the group high expectations and a ''pretty good
feeling'' going into the sea-

son
''I haven't been around a

•

team like that, that gets after
it and gets after each other if
someone's not working as
hard as they should be or
could be," Besaw said
'We're all just busting our
tails, and we deserve to be
successful after the fall that
we've had"
Dobbins shared similar
thoughts on how important
it is stay on top of things,
himself included
"You've got to keep working every single day because
there's always somebody
right behind you, somebody
right in front ofyou trying to
take your spo~" Dobbins
said "So we all kind of drive
each other to get better:"
There aren't any promises that this year's pitching
staff will be bett~r, but the
odds are more in the
Knights' favor with a more
talented group in place.

•
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AUSTIN FOWLER
Columnist

The
Geerer
Bandit:A
true hero
to millions
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Local band flies off the· runway~ .t~ ~EMOVE BEFORE FLIGHT
UCF Connection: Ken Clark: 32,Grad
student,Civil Engineering;Josh Porter:
20,Junior, lnteraisc. Business and Music

JUSTIN SANAK
StaffWriter

Remove Before Flight has
already gotten its feet off the
ground
After releasing their self-titled
debut album last spring, the
band's song ·~ve" was featured
on UCF TVs SportsKnight and
has been played at home football
games, as well as several radio
stations around the nation.
The Central Florida Future sat
down with UCF students Ken
Clark, frontman, and Josh Porter,
lead guitarist, to talk about their
music, their passions and the
future of their band

Central F1orida Future: You
have two members in the band
( Clark and drummer Rob Page)
who are both pilots. How does
your experience with flying compare to yo!ll" music?

Ken Clarlc: [With flying,] you
have the freedom to go in any
· direction you want Music is an
escape, just like flying is an
escape. I can leave the earth, and
from up in the air things just have
a different perspective. When
you're in that moment, everything is just there, and it's just a
part ofyou. Wherever you go the
music follows, and sometimes
the music takes you in a different
direction as well. I can be having
a crappy day and go home, pick
up the guitar and just kinda go
into my own little world

Josh Porter: And then he has
a worse day.
C.F.F.: What is your favorite
song on your album?

On the web:
http://www.myspace.com/rbfmusic

listen to it, it has a positive message about tearing down barriers
and living life the way you want
to. I think it's just something that
we need to hear from time to
time.

C.F.F.: ·~ve" is the song that
UCF Athletics picked up. How
did that happen?

Clarlc: In the spring of 2009, I .
noticed that at the end of the
[UCF TVs] SportsKnight they
said you could submit your

Clarlc: I would say ·~ve." It's
an aggressive song, but when you

PLEASE SEE
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Sundance brings out best in indie film

•
•

In a sea of bad commercial movies, thank
goodness for the Sundance
Film Festival.
Sunday marked the end
of the lo-day festival in
Park City, Utah, which
showed off some ofthe
best and brightest indie
films on the scene.
I know that ftlm is
entertainment, but I also
see film as art Art printed
on celluloid that can bring
out powerful emotion.
That's why I salute Sundance for reminding us
that a great ftlm doesn't
have to contain slow
motion and explosions.
The good people at
RottenTomatoes.com
released a list ofthe 10
most anticipated films
from this year's Sundance
festival. rn give a rundown:

Buried - Ryan
Reynolds stars in this oneman show about a civilian
contractor in Iraq who is
kidnapped by insurgents

MATT REINSTETLE
Columnist

and buried alive with only
his cell phone, a candle
and a knife. This Saw style
thriller shows promise.
The Extra ManIndie ''It-boy'' Paul Dano
(Little Miss Sunshine) plays
a writer who gives up his
teaching job, falls in love
with Katie Holmes and
moves into a New York
apartment with Kevin
Kline, who makes ends
meet as an escort for rich
women. The premise
sounds interesting enough.
Four lions - This
super-dark comedy is
about a team of British suicide bombers. Despite the
touchy subject matter, the

ftlm tries to show that
even religious extremists
can have bad days. Think
of it as Doctor Strangelove
for suicide bombers.
Hesher- Hesher stars
Joseph Gordon-Levitt (500
Days ofSummer) as a stoner metal-head who helps a
child cope with the death
of his mothei: Keep your
eyes out for Gordon-Levitt,
because he usually only
works on ftlms that have
substance (The Lookout,
Brick). And GL Joe, but I
give him a pass for that.
Howl - James Franco
plays author Allen Ginsberg in a docudrama about
his legal problems when
his poem Howl was tried
for obscenity in San Francisco in the late '50s.

Toe KillerllNd.eMe
- Casey Affleck, a.k.a.
Ben's talented little brother, stars in a film about a
small-town Texas sheriff
with a killer secret
Lucky - This story
follows and studies what

- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ --- -- -- ----

happens to people who
win the mega jackpot lotteries, for better or worse.
Splice - Adrian Brody
and Sarah Polley play two
scientists who splice
human and animal DNA
together and have to deal
with the consequences.
Sympathy fur Delicious - Christopher
Thornton stars as a Los
Angeles disc jockey who is
confined to a wheelchair
after a car accident and
continues to pursue his
dreams ofbeing a musi-

cian.
Welcome to the
Rileys - Thrilight fans,
brace yourself ... because
Kristen Stewart is getting
gritty. Stewart plays a
teenage lap-dancer who
befriends a lonely businessman played by James
Gandolfini (The Sopranos).
Melissa Leo (Frozen River)
plays Gandolfini's wife,
who is struggling to cope
with the death of their

daughtet
(

!

After publishing my
most recent hate-filled
tirade, something magical
happened My grandma
read the words on the page
and said, ·~ustin, you
shouldn't be so angry all
the time."
Of course, I responded
like any good grandson
would I smiled, said, "Oh,
Grandma," and then I told
her to mind her own
damned business.
Later that day, I had time
to reflect on her words and
realized that I was inspired
I guess that's what old
people do: inspire.
I realized I shouldn't
have so much hate in my
heart, and so I began
searching for my muse. It
didn't take me long to find
it, and surprise, surprise: it
was another old person.
Ladies and gentlemen,
rm talking about none
other than the "Geezer
Bandit."
The Geezer Bandit, as
dubbed by the FBI, is one
of today's modem marvels
along with Mount Rushmore, Joan Rivers' face and
John Stossel's mustache.
This 60- to 70-year-old,
unidentified fossil has
robbed six banks in a fivemonth span without saying
a word He simply shows
his semi-automatic pistol
and quietly hands the bank
teller a note demanding the
money. He enters and
leaves like a ghost, which is
funny, because he's probably six months away from
actually becoming one.
The situation is like the
movie Point Break, but
without the surfing. and
presidential masks. Plus,
this guy can probably read
better than Keanu Reeves.
OK, so it's not like Point
Break at all, but it would
almost definitely make a
better movie. Wouldn't you
watch Robert Duval rob six
banks in complete silence
and then giggle when he
gets back to his mobile
home and takes a bath in
money? Yes. Yes, you
would
This man should be
your hero. He embodies all
the attributes of our heroes
in print and on the big
screen If Michael Douglas'
character in Falling Down
and Uncle Junior from The
~pranosgotreally
smashed one night and had
a love child, they would
spawn the Geezer Bandit
He's a guy who takes
matters into his own hands
· and doesn't apologize for
what happens next. Not
only should men follow his
lead, but the human race in
general should also be taking notes.
This man is a symbol of
freedom and a beacon of
hope. When your luck is
down, your Social Security
check is no longer cutting it
and Medicare isn't covering
all your costs, you can still
persevere. You're never too
old to take control of your
life and make something of
yoursel£
Especially something
super awesome, like a
wanted fugitive, bank robber extraordinaire.

-- - - - - - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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No flash, just character acting in John, Craz1
DearJohn
Director: l.asse Hallstrom
Stars: Channing Tatum, Amanda
Seyfried, Cullen Moss, Richard Jenkins,
Henry Thomas

****·
In theaters Friday

It seems these days one
can't look the other way
without seeing a Nicholas
Sparks book turned to
film (The Notebook,
Nights in Rodanthe, The
Last Song). His latest,
Dear John, shockingly
manages to remain fresh.
Of course, it does provide
the usual mix of Nicholas
Sparks tears, laughter and
sadness.
The movie revolves
around a couple who fall
in love in the span of two
weeks only to be apart for
longer than they hoped.
John Tyree (Channing
Tatum) is in the Army and
. has to deploy for a year
soon after meeting Savannah Curtis (Amanda
Seyfried), and then reenlists after the attacks on
Sept. ll. The ups and
downs of their long-distance romance are captured, culminating at the
end of the movie, when
they answer what it really
means to love another
person. The film does a
great job showing the
jealous, exciting and selfless emotions of falling in
love.
Both of the main actors
fit their roles well, in
addition
to
having
decently believable chemistry on screen. Seyfried
has a natural charm about
her that makes goodygoody Savannah totally
believable.
Although the two. week relationship is
unbelievable, the couple's
romance has its realistically awkward momen~s,
but they're blended in
with the fairy tale devel-

LOREY SEBASTIAN/ FOX SEARCHLIGHT

promptly followed by the · stories of a journey for
harsh realities of war, redemption.
The x-factor for Crazy
death, sickness and heartHeart is Bridges' portrayal
break.
Another plus to this of the loveable character
film that may be a sur- Blake, for which he won
best actor awards from
prise is the soundtrack.
Songs from artists such the Screen Actors Guild
as The Swell Season, 311, and the Golden Globes.
Wailing Souls and Snow ·Between the bouts of
Patrol, combined with vomiting in trash cans,
some beautiful cine- chain smoking and chugmatography (no doubt the ging down whiskey fast
product of director Lasse enough to rival Belushi's
Hallstrom, who also Bluto, you actually start to
directed What's Eating care about the guy.
His witty humor, childGilbert Grape), make
some scenes absolutely ish smile and classic
breathtaking and emo- country sound have a
strange charm, despite his
tional.
It would be a lie to say gross habits of grannythis film is not intended groupie hookups.
Bad gets his act togethfor female audiences, but
it is a sweet, romantic er with the help of
story that has surprising reporter Jean Craddock
(Maggie Gyllenhaal), a
bouts of realism.
Plus, it's bearable for lackluster character who
guys who want tb please seems to exist only to fortheir girlfriends this tify our love for Bridges.
Despite drawing the short
Valentine's Day.
straw on script contracts
BY MARIA JULIANA AYALDE
and participating in a cradle-robbing love scene,
Gyllenhaal manages a
solid
supporting role.
·
Crazy Heart
On a side note, Colin
Directe>r: Scott Cooper
Farrell as a pony tailed
Stars: Jeff Bridges, Maggie
Gyllenhaal,Robert Duvall
country star might have
stolen the show if not for
his laughable attempt at a
In theaters now
bluegrass accent shining
through an Irish exterior.
The story drags on
Every once in a while with scenes that strengthyou see a movie that caus- en the bonds between
es you to really root for character and audience.
the underdog, makes you However, an equilibrium
upset at their repeated between sharp humor and
mistakes and has you
cheer when they make the gut-wrenching drunken
depression keeps this one
big change.
from
becoming a snorer.
Crazy Heart follows
Crazy
Heart won't
the story of "Bad" Blake, a
washed-up country music make the heart pound
star on his last ditch effort with action or rattle with
suspense, and it has no
to turn his life around.
This story isn't any- stunning special effects,
thing new, following in but it's an entertaining,
the footsteps of The old-fashioned movie drivWrestler, Walk the Line, en by great character actThe Pursuit ofHappyness, ing.
Ray and countless other
BY SEAN SIMON

r

****·

SCOTT GARFIELO / SONY SCREEN GEMS

Jeff Bridges, top, has asurprisingly age-defying relationship with Maggie Gyllenhaal in the award-winning film Crazy Heart.
Channing Tatum stars with Amanda Seyfried, above, in the latest Nicholas Sparks movie adaptation, Dear John.

opments that seem so
common to Sparks' stories.

Compared with the
other films based on his
books, this is by far the

most realistic and even
cynical. It has its cheesy
lines, but they are
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Brighthouse blasts band during gameday
FROM

Courtesy Screen Gems (Sony)

DEARJOHN(PG-13)
John Tyree, ayoung soldier home on
leave falls in love with an idealistic
college student, Savannah Curtis.
Over the next seven tumultuous
years, the couple is separated by
John's increasingly dangerous
deployments. While meeting only
sporadically, they stay in touch by
sending a continuous stream of love
letters overseas-correspondence
that eventually triggers fateful
consequences.

Directed by: l.asse Hallstrom
Starring: Channing Tatum, Amanda
Seyfried, Henry Thomas, Richard Jenkins,
Keith Robinson

All

A9

music to the school. I
decided I would go by and
hand-deliver it I got to the
video-editing
department, and John Kvatek,
the director of video services, was in the office. As
it turns out, John and I
started to hit it off,
because he's a fan of barbecue and I'm from
Kansas City. We started
talking about Kansas City
barbecue, and that's how
our relationship with
UCF Athletics started.
Shortly
thereafte~
[''.Alive"] was on one of
the episodes.

C.F.F.: ''.Alive" was
later played at a few of the
home football games.
How did it feel to have
one of your songs played
in the stadium?
Courtesy Lionsgate

•

FROM PARIS WITH LOVE (R}
Alow-ranking intelligence operative
(Jonathan Rhys Meyers) working in
the office of the U.S. Ambassador in
France takes 01) more than he
bargained for when he partners with
awisecracking, fast-shooting, highranking U.S. agent (John Travolta)
who'sbeen sent to Paris to stop a
terrorist attack.

Directed by: Pierre Morel
Starring: John Travolta, Jonathan Rhys

'

Meyers, Kasia Smutniak, Amber Rose
Revah, Melissa Mars, Richard Durden, Farid
Elouardi

(PG-13) 12:0512:40 250 4:00 7:057:359:45
10:15 12:25am

From Paris With Love
(R) 12:151:10 2:40 350 5:05 7:25 8:05 9:50
10:40 12:15am

Edge of Darkness

Porter: I think
missed it, actually.

I

Clarie Yeah, you were
in the john. The way I
phrased it was, "Oh, I feel
like a rock star now." I had
hoped it would play, but
didn't lmow for sure.·

EMRE KELLY / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Remove Before Flight has taken it to the skies, getting a shot at live airplay during UCF Knight football gamedays at Brighthouse Networks Stadium.

Porter: The biggest
upcoming complication
will be 25 percent of the
band being deployed.
With part of the band
being in Bahrain, it's difficult

some bass players from a
few other local bands that
have said they'll fill in for
a few gigs over the year. I
think that might be a good
opportunity for us - to
have some bass players
that have always played
very well. We'll have the
opportunity to basically
jam with them.

Clarie John [Meshensky, bassist] is in the Navy.
He's being deployed for a
year. I'm working on a few
options for that There are

For every album sold
throughout February, the
group will donate $1 to the
Red Cross for the Haiti
relief effort.

C.F.F.: What's up next
for Remove Before Flight?

(R) 12504:154:45 7:15 7:50 9:5S10:45
12:45am
Open Captioned Showtimes
1:21)

When in Rome
(PG-13) 12555:10 8:1510-5 0

Tooth Fairy
(PG) 12:20 5:00 7:30 10:10

The Book ofEli
(R) 1:15 4:40 75010:35

The Lovely Bones
(PG-13) 12:308:0011:00

The Spy Next Door
(PG)3:55

It's Complicated
(R) 1506:55

Sherlock Holmes
(PG-13) 1:00 4:25 7:25 10:30

t~=~ipmuoo:
(PG) 12:25 2:45 4:55

Avatar.An IMAX3D Experience
(PG-13) 12:103:45 7:20 10:55

Avatar in Digital 3D
(PG-13) 12:35 255 4:10 6:30 7:S5 10:0511:20

....

Crazy Heart
(R) 12:45 4:05 7:4510:25 1:00am

Up in the Air
(R) 8:1010:45

The Wind Side
(G) 1:257:00 12:40am

Precious:
Based on the Novel"Pmh''by Sapphire
(R) 4:1S 10:00

An Education
(PG-13) 4:35 9:40 12:20am
- Listings forFriday, Ffil 5
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Antidepressants
can't fix economy
I

n the latest issue of
Wired magazine, author
Ethan Watters explains
the early stages of America's
newest disorder: post-traumatic embitterment disorder.
The contemporary malady is an attempt to explain
the symptoms of the fmancial worries that are running
rampant in our society today.
Indication of the disorder
includes simple signs such
as sleeplessness, anxiety and
constant worrying, to more
complex characteristics such
as breathing problems, rapid
heart rate, chills, numbness
and tingling in fingers.
We are not surprised that
Americans are anxious to
put a label on all of the current fears and frustrations
associated with the economic crisis. An entire disorder
with an official clinical title
seems extreme, though.
Shouldn't saying you are
stressed be an adequate
explanation?
According to the American Psychiatric Association,
the answer is no.
The APA is deciding on
additions and deletions to
the next edition of the psy-

chologists' diagnostic manual, the DSM-V, according to
Watters, who just released a
book titled Crazy Like Us:
The Globalization ofthe
American Psyche.
Mental health officials
currently use the DSM-N to
diagnose and treat individuals who could be experiencing mental health issues.
They are currently soliciting
help from the public on
symptoms that are most typically used to define new
disorders. The APA is the
expert, which means they
should not be relying on the
self-diagnosis of the masses.
If you ever turn on your
television, you will know the
next step in the process drugs.
Celexa, Lexapro, Paxil,
Prozac, Zoloft are just a few
of the medications that pharmaceutical companies are
anxious for you to consume
if you are feeling blue.If a
new, trendy disorder that
most Americans relate to
hits the market, a new drug
will soon follow.
The people are sick so
give them medicine, you
could be thinking. We aren't
sure if Americans are really

sick, though. How could
record numbers in unemployment and the national
deficit not worry people?
According to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, suicide ranked as
the eleventh leading cause of
death among people ages 10
years and older. The most
recent statistic is from 2006,
though so we are unsure if
the current economic climate has caused a spike in
depression related deaths.
It makes sense that the
United States is playing an
integral role in the discussion since we sparked the
fmancial crisis that is now
being felt across the globe.
But slapping a long-winded name on a common complaint provoked by fmancial
crises and pushing pills on
people should not be the
answer. Talking about the
bad decisions that got people into this mess might
work better.
At the very least, it could
help prevent times like these
from happening again.
Numbing the anxiety with a
pill doesn't cure the purported disorder; it only soothes
the symptoms.

WE NEED YOUR QUESTIONS
WE ARETAKING QUESTIONS FORTHE SGA PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE
Go to www.UCFNews.com and scroll down for the question submission fonn.
The debate will be Feb.19 and will feature questions from Future readers.

Expansion brings
a good neighbor
I

t seems silly that the
Carillon Home Owners
Association is spending
time and money to fight the
student housing that might
be built near their community.
Unless the residents of
this area have been living in
their homes since before
1963, then they should know
what the future entailed:
expansion. Assuming that
UCF, a leading research university, would not grow as
the years went by is naive.
We get it. They don't
want the crazy, young kids
moving into their neighborhood making a bunch of
noise and destroying property. Except that wouldn't be
who moves into NorthView,
the projected four-story
multiple use complex that
would house about 600 students.
Although it would be
open to all UCF students,
the facility will come with
heavy restrictions. The pro-

ON UCFNEWS.COM

•

too hard, they could put
themselves in business with
a less accommodating partner. Alan Ginsburg, the philanthropist who purchased
the property and organized
the planning of the complex,
is attempting to provide the
most well-behaved students.
Ginsburg also has support
from some prominent individuals.
NorthView would have
the Newman Center, which
would cater to the Catholic
community and a Hillel
Center, which would cater
to the Jewish community.
This has prompted members of the religious communities to speak out in
support of the housing Ginsburg is attempting to provide.
The Carillon community
should cut their losses and
allow Ginsberg to develop
what some UCF students
are requesting, which is a
safe community close to
their religious organizations.

~,

WAYNE STAYSKAL / TRIBUNE MEDIASERVICES

In case of classroom
monotony, raise hand
crayons and drawing a
Every semester I feel
picture of different size
slightly sorry for all of
my professors.
circles: "Look teacher,
Here they are, standthis circle is pebble. And \
ing in front of sometimes
on the ground I drawed
'1
hundreds of students,
my kitty, because she sits
trying their best to get
on the ground outside
information into our
too. Look she's cuddling
heads.
with pebble! They love
Some students are tryeach other."
ing to grasp the material,
LACY PAPADEAS
I'm only a little afraid
some trying to sleep, and
of saying stupid things in
Guest Columnist
some are wondering
class, but that's just
what the professor does
because I enjoy embarin his or her spare time. They talk
rassing myself more than I enjoy
sitting for hours without interactfor hours and hours, and it seems
(
quite lonely.
ing.
They practically have to beg for
Seeing that I'm now officially a
someone to speak to them, to ask
senior, this means I have been sayand answer questions to break the
ing idiotic things for years, somemonotony of their own voices.
times helping me and sometimes
In an attempt to do this, they
not.
Once, I told my professor that
try their best to ask us questions
that we will answer, but so much
his hand writing indicated that he
of the time the question is a douwas a communist. He wouldn't let
ble-edged sword.
me tell him why, he made me stop
If they ask something too hard,
talking immediately - that was
then no one will be certain they
seriously embarrassing. (It was
know the answer, so all they get in just because he wrote his square
return are looks of ignorance.
roots with a tail at the end like
If they ask something too easy
they do in Cuba. And he was the
(which always happens), we all
one that brought up the whole
look back at them with the most
handwriting analysis in the first
confused, panicked looks imagina- place.)
There are three types of stuble.
')
The students think: "This
dents in every class: the ones who
seems like a really obvious queshate me for asking questions, the
ones who don't care, and the ones
tion, but the answer sounds so
....,
simple that every single person in
who love it because they were
the classroom is simultaneously
wondering the same thing.
going to fall out of their desks
I found Macroeconomics
extremely interesting, and my prolaughing at me if I answer a question with the reply of a kindergart- fessor was unbelievably enthusiasner, and then good God, what if I
tic about economics, throwing in a
get it wrong?!"
Nigerian childhood story when
called for (I'm a sucker for a good
So we say nothing, forcing the
professor to tell us the answer
story - and when told with an
which is depressing for all
accent I'm a kid on Christmas
morning.)
involved.
In Geotechnical Engineering,
So the class had to sit and
Professor Manoj Chopra essential- watch the professor and I have a
ly asked us: ''When you walk outfour-month long conversation, and
side, what's on the ground?"
it was a four-hour evening class.
I'm pretty sure the majority of that
Silence. The first thought that
comes to my mind is: Grass!
class would have been categorized
as "the ones that hate me for askHowever, seeing that I have a
pretty good idea that this course
ing questions" group.
has nothing to do with horticulBut then something wonderful
ture, I think again.
happened, and I became the class
hero.
I say "Dirt?" More technically
That professor announced that
called soil, he informs me. Oh. But
it didn't stop there. ''What's larger
we were just going to be required
than a pebble?"
to write a summary on the last
''.A rock?" I hesitantly reply. Oh,
three chapters in place of a test
a boulder. The only mental image I because we simply didn't have the
have of a boulder flashes through
time.
my head.
My questions had eaten up a
It involves a cliff, a roadrunner,
good two weeks of material. He
and a coyote.
didn't say that, but we all immediMaybe that's the last question I
ately knew this to be the case.
should attempt to answer today. I
The girl next to me said: "Yes!
then consider getting out some
Lacy's questions finally paid off!"

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

When Jason Kelly says he
transferred from UCF, he really
means Valencia. Don't forget, Mr.
Kelly, some of us got into UF but
CHOSE to come to UCF because
It's INCREDIBLY difficult to
we
were able to look past the
get involved in SGA. I spent
teardrop in Tllll Tebow's eye.
three years trying to get
UCF has better programs, better
involved, but I recently decided
research, and when I'm sitting in
to just transfer to a more presticlass I don't have to worry about
gious university instead (UF).
the hundred-year-old ceiling
I've been on the executive
- JASON KELLY
falling on my face.
boards of two of the top three
As far as SGA goes, I named
largest student organizations on
Unless you're greek or a
six because those are the top 6
campus, I've been a fellow at the
LEAD Scholar, don't even think in SGA. A guy posted on anothGlobal Perspectives Office, I've
been incredibly involved in the about applying to Student Gov- er story here that only about a
ernment. You're wasting your
third of SGA is actually greek
community, I wrote for the
time.
(he gave the exact numbers,
Future, I've run for senate, I've
served on executive boards of
- ANONYMOUS look it up).

Time to question
your candidates

•

posed housing development
would have curfews, heavy
noise restrictions and a noalcohol policy even for students of legal drinking age.
We understand that college students are not the
first choice for new neighbors. If you have to have
them though, these would
be the best possible people.
You'd have to be comfortable with this type of
restricted living environment to reside at
NorthView. If not, students
could easily live in one of
the other apartment complexes in the UCF area.
Although the students
won't be living there for the
rest of their lives, they
would be bringing in a
steady amount of revenue
and taxes to Seminole
County. This should please
the homeowners in the Carillon area, especially during
such tough economic times.
If the Carillon Home
Owners Association pushes

•

several statewide organizations,
and I even had a 3.7 GPA. But I
still couldn't get involved in
SGA.
From the cabinet to the judicial branch to the senate tickets
- UCF SGA is an organization
FOR the greeks run BY the
greeks, and they wish to keep it
that way.

Ignorance is for children, sad
puppies, and AA students like
Jason Kelly.
- YOUR NAME

UCF falters late; Tulsa
holds on for victory
Another heart breaker. The
sad thing is that this season is
over. There is a 0% chance that
UCF can get into the post season and the rest of it is just for
pride. Anybody know what the
game attendance was?
- ANONYMOUS

Complete delusion
key to enjoying class
Very True!! The fake it 'till
you make it approach really
does work. It's strange, sometimes there are some things that
we are more comfortable disliking. And it take so much more
energy. For me my job would be
one of those things-now I guess
I should figure out why...
Thanks!

~

.,

- AMY
I!'.

Well written.
- MIOtAEL
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
~uite 100, Orlando FL 32817

Online, phone, fax,
inperson:

PAYMENT METHODS
VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
100 Help Wanted: General

C

125
150
175
200
225

C
C

Help Wanted: Part-Tune
HelpWanted:Fun-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent Homes
For Rent: Apartmen1s
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

B
B
B

A
A
B

RATES

Rate
325 For Sale: Automotive B
350 ForSale:General
A
375 For Sale: Pets
A
400 Servires

B

500
600
700
800
900

A

Announcemerm
Travel'
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted

B
B
B
B

Rate A

RateB

Rate(

$C)

$J.3

$19

$6

$9

$J3

First issue:
Each addl issue:

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day
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you go after graduation
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1/\Qkwi be cb1e a, bcal (Pf cn.rses
MJStbefrerdy . r d ~
To ~g:>iJASholToRemerrl:lef.CXJl'll

•NO large lnvesllllents
•NO lnventary to stock

1..age 111 ooroo u 1ease n
Wn'a' Sprgs. Free sl!nrg
rdv. lritw/age }Id. &msed

"

~,

BARTENDERS WANTED.
~aday~No

Experiaul ~ Trcri'g
Prt:Joid3d./JgJ 18+0< !ro-966652) x 107.

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700

Caeer. FAAWovedprtgan
Fi1arm ewj ~q.alied- ~

www.studentwork.com

avc;ttle, CAl.lA'Jia!ioo lnstiUe
cl Maillawre (888)349-5387.

$19.99;mo

200

m itrost new:~. flocrtg,
P<*t, ek:. $850tro. rd w/d. UCF
aea A'lfi.. rem! Stu:lert dsm.nt
avc;ttle, 407-923,3400

Comal Ponte lLoo.Jy AjE
1 & 2 Beaoorns Free W/D, pool,

fitness ca1er, palm
2300 Eron Cr. 407-679-0031

rs

Last room aval for clea,, qua
and rasp. senior or{P'8Cllllle
student in immacuate :W home
near UCF. MIily Ul)!J'lldes,Am.ist
see! $400mo. + ~ uliL Awl.

asap. C811407-7t»&l98.
SERIOUS ST\JDENT

Room for rent In~ home In qua
Alafaya Woods min. fran UCF.
Phone, Cable, Broadband. Must
Ike arimals. Fenced Yad.
$450' mo. uti. not incl
Call Zach 239-789-6241

1-1:Jstmity has 3 roans avail. b'
femae su:lenls rrl;. 2 soy
tune 1.5 rri to LCF. $475 uli, \\ffi
& 'ND net Cal Fely 407- 739-0183

Room avaiitle i1 a mae
desig-aed<I.Q~at"Tre
Lofts" a, Lease ReassigmErt

Room is deaBl ad reecyb'
imneciaeOCD..4)ErCY. Clliet

roomales.

O J<"I

Ta<e CM1:1he lease ad get rest
cl Fetnay RENT FREE Cal Jal
al 321-aoo6790.

SUMMER JOB
summer Jobs
82400• Co-Ed Camp • Bght Weeks
Room and Board lnclllded Get Paid to
YI The Aorlda Bks Youtb Camp (FEYC)
neadl male and female Summar canp
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC IS mi
overnight camp located on DI
llgllway 450 In Umatllla, R.
Thi camp l'llla rrom J111e 14th-August 7111

Please contact Krys Ragland at

800-623-1873 ext 251 or
352-455-4287.

3
6

1

8 9

6 .,.
·-·--1 9_J _1 841

7 1

ACROSS
1 Clip contents
5 Grass surfaces
10Whirlpool
14Wagered
15Slanted
16 Like undecora1ed
walls
17 Start of a quote
19 Slammer at sea
20 VIP roster
21 With no margin
for error
23 Quote, part 2
26 Gritter's easy
mark
29 Prohibition action
30 It's gnus to the
lions
31 Prohibition
33 Pilgrim's
destination
37 Understood
38 Author of the
quote
41 Greet wannly
42 Photographer
Adams
44 Curly poker?
45 Geisha's cupful
46 Ragtime piece
that became
Vincent Lopez's
theme
49 Hit, as flies
51 Quote, part 3
54Quivertng
55 Salad bar pair
59 Cuemavaca
crowd?
60 End of the quote
63 Raced
64 'Whoopeer
65 Logician's word
66 Empire until
1991:Abbr.
ISl Doesnl put
anything away
for awhile?
68 Hatbor hauler
DOWN
1 Six-time Emmy
winner Alan
2 Send
3 Skirt length
4 Homeric
Inspiration for
Joyce's
"Ulysses"
5 Ancient cross
shape

By James Sajdak
6 Beehive State
native
7 Bit of bridgebuilding
hardware
B Biceps, e.g.
9 Sedimentary
rock layers
10 Good time for a
beachcomber
11 "Spllsh Splash"
singer
12 Manhattan, for
one
13 Safecracker
1B Name of four
Holy Roman
emperors
22 Doorbell sound
24 Four-F's
opposite, in the
draft
25 Wave maker
26 Women's links
gp.
27 Pressing need?
28 Examiners of
boxers
32 Objective
34 Make small talk
35 Greek salad
slice, briefly
36 Like good
bourbon

SErl¥1 'MIil 89,0CO ~ b '
$5,999 or best cifa". The car is
i1 perfect ~
- ~ a srge
rned'lri:al prttiem. I have al
1he ~
v.akb'~
mai B 181 IOO cried< rdag oi
~
.Ca-is p;:M'ef'
eY131)1ti,g. Cleal tmy ad
T111e.1tiscarwi last~
~ 100,0CO mies ~
mai1tai1ecl as wel as Ici:1
AeasecalJosh 561-72Hi612
Prx:e is negooonctle, t'oM!ver;

~
3 Rooms of Fumre $1499,

n:uJes Sela, bYeseat. 2 erd
~ 1 CXJCk1ai ta:Je, 2 ~

Oressa', ~ ~

u

Hem:xlad, size rratress,tx»c
frane, taJe, 4 chars.
Twn size maUressbox fn::m $39

EroiJ:e::e

l.all)S. ........$49
Basoos.....$29
8Ln( Beds.....$100

...
FOR SALE TOA GOOD HOl'IE
Female Bluegold Macaw
Includes:
W4<1', D30", H45'' 1DIBI H65.5''
Cal. Cage, play slm1d, t,ys
plus rri9c. ilems. REDUCED

~\\l\\v u

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

r
I

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

.,

3 , 3 3 . NO 0 .1•
N
d 3 no S 3 I I .
I an 'I A !) II 3 N 3 I
Z
.L 3 B 'I
N 'I
3 .Ls X 0
S II 0 ii
• S I N . 3 )I" 1 V
3 3 s n 111• s !) 0 , o•
8 8 ;i M
a II 0 0 •.1
00 .1 • 3 a " 3
S V
1 H "s .1 II 0 ii . A .L s
!) d 0 3 .1 V
S II 3 ,
MO 111 A 'I H . N 3 H .1•
0 N o• , 3 0 0 111 ;i X n
N ;i II I d I II .L 0 !) ;i N
S X d
•O V 3 H . s !)
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3
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3
d
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11•

11•

2/4/10
0 1 S
.1 I ii
;i 'I II
N II 3
3 II .1
h 'ti 1
V .L I
I 1 'I

--" " r

VOS
8 B 3
, ;i 0
V N 0
!)

oe

Last issue solved
38 High, as a kite
39 Get lid of
40 Ex-Speaker
Gingrich
43 Retail
computer buyer,
e.g.
45 Curly group?
47Much
48 First name in
soul
so ·_ glrlr
51 Jacl<son 5 dos

52 'Stros, for
example
53 Upfor _
54 Alaskan island
closer to Russia
than to Alaska
56 DEA raider
57 Cautionary data
entry acrooym
58 Winter blanket
61 Twaddle
62 Baseball's Cobb
and Cline

Selrg a 2XXl Pontia;;
Bcn,e,.ie SSei 8:lxl'l 4 ci:Jor

DAYLJUES RlnbTI abs. Tm
pins $10.00. T~
pins
$2'.l.OO. Fifty pins $35.00. Ole
h.nta:I pins ~ .00. F« deCals
cal (407)889-0734 e.ergs. M:I
$.25pa-p!ltb'slw-gil LEO
SHARP, 5241 M t ~ Roa:!,
Apq;ka, A.. 32712

~~t\\f~9~\G-Nff ~ -

I

7
5
--

aedtcads~
Desgi Fumre l..iµ:lab'5
6525 E Comal Dr. Ormi:J A
'&!f!ff7 fv'ro.Fri1 Q.7Sa1~
SU112-6 407-704-<i005

("

I

4

I

I

I
I

O'est.........$79
Cash, E-Z Tems, most rnip

i\\\"'\ft

.j. - ·

3I

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

serous rq..iies rrlf."

.,

C> Puzzles by Pappocom

I

7 ... 8
6 ··-·-···
__ -·····--

....

CROSSWORD

lease @ carp.JS aossrgs a,
alafaya FtJyfurished,
eYl3l)1ti1g rowed + Feb rert!
$450lrorth. lease erdsAl.(l
2010. Cal \lalerie @ 813-293-7113

www.ReservetheSummit.com

I 9 suldolku

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Female needed i) take (M1; my

BOO
<.;:.,.r h e
•
824-504SC..i'·1.I!llll,! t . .

........ ····-

fan nn ad lod<alie~.

AIRLir-ESAREHIRING -Tranb'
tig1 payrg A'Jia!ioo Mana1arre

3/2/2 l..ocaloo in (Mm
l..agefer"(Rj bil:kyard. ~
n:uJes wkJ. Al/fi.. Now. Diro:u1t
b' S1lJ:ler1s 407-923,3400

,.,

;a.l g--

UCF .rd 17.132 $689.rro. Call
407-682-5416 or 407-466-2552

LJCF,NE ORLANDO

UCF Area TO'M'JHOMES Tie
ts, ergs lals,al ~ resv
perk, 2b2!i>,1 yea-lease
$8JOtro f i r s t ~ dep. 321536-5430 jamaka'li@g-nal.CXJl'll

•

··-·

,1

•NO axpaplence neceasary
Start working as little as
3-5 hours per week
Do-campus training and coaching

DISHNetwork

I

WJ. Off slate rd 434. Wi"l. fn::m

•NO collectlona
•REBIIIUAI. NOME

•

17 2
I

PRICE $2,000.00, 080. For
more delalls, serious inqlirea
ort-J please; cal J.J. at ,m.
619-7769

.

PRE-ENJNEERED STEEL
BUILDING SALE- Low As $3.89/SF. 3:> YeEI' V'-Jcmirt./. autti
a.ttgs,Gacges, Wa-el'ooses,
~ Bans. MJi.Use,
Mmas, Fa:nyBooi:.n&Fe:l
Sa\u!A~(fYJ"j7IDfHS7.

DISCOUNTED PET EXAMS AND
VACCINAIDNS. ~ !tis ~ .11.1
priced w:xi1aoons Saudays. 11.1
priced E!X!l11S Tt.eWed. l..o::aB:t
betm Froggers i1 o.ieoo.
407-300-7323 www.DrWorxiyre.

1'1lm ANNOUNCEMENTS
GocxiShepherd Perish Rlstival
5900 Ole.mer Dr, Ormi:J, R.
Fetnay 11th - 14rd-P.;ra:Je on
Saluday, Fetnay 13 al 2 f'.XT1
FreeMrissi:ln, 008$ (lri'ritaj

ooe !ll1"bmsto p..ntase), bod.
QcV'118S ad i-k a lawmert
Looki'g b' sll.dens V,00 Wert i)
&lit a Klrg Fu dtb at LCF. F«

m:re m, CXll1act i1sl!U:tJr Bia1
al 407-791-1549 or
tllebeezrrw0lOO@rolna.CXJl'll

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK

A14

F.eb.4, 2010 • (eutr.t( jloriba :fut1m

www.CentrafFforidaFuture.com

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

I

I /

j

!

PLUS $29.99
MONTHLY DUES
Excludes tax if any.

NO LONG-TERM
CONTRACT REQUIRED!
i

t)

LA IF I T N E
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